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Abstract� We present a symbolic simulation based veri�cation approach
which can be applied to large synchronous circuits� A new technique to
encode the state and input constraints as parametric Boolean expressions
over the state and input variables is used to make our symbolic simulation
based veri�cation approach e�cient� The constraints which are encoded
through parametric Boolean expressions can involve the Boolean con�
nectives 	��
���� the relational operators 	�������� ������ and logical
connectives 	����� This technique of using parametric Boolean expres�
sions vastly reduces the number of symbolic simulation vectors and the
time for veri�cation� Our veri�cation approach can also be applied for
e�cient modular veri�cation of large designs the technique used is to
verify each constituent sub�module separately� however in the context of
the overall design� Since regular arrays are part of many large designs� we
have developed an approach for the veri�cation of regular arrays which
combines formal veri�cation at the high level and symbolic simulation
at the low level	e�g�� switch�level�� We show the veri�cation of a circuit
called Minmax� a pipelined cache memory system� and an LRU array
implementation of the least recently used block replacement policy� to il�
lustrate our veri�cation approach� The experimental results are obtained
using the COSMOS symbolic simulator�

� Introduction

Most digital VLSI circuits are checked for correct operation through scalar valued

simulation� In this approach� scalar bit vectors�vectors over � and ��are used
as inputs to the circuit being simulated� As most real�world circuits require an
impracticably large number of scalar vectors to check for all possible execution
paths� scalar simulation alone is insu�cient to verify a digital VLSI circuit�

Several formal veri�cation approaches have been suggested for the veri�cation
of digital VLSI circuits� But� current formal hardware veri�cation approaches
cannot accurately model low�level circuit details �e�g�� charge sharing	� On the
other hand� formal veri�cation at the high level can provide useful information
�e�g�� circuit state invariants	 for e�cient symbolic simulation at the low level�
in addition to its other advantages� Since the simulators �e�g�� switch�level	 can
model low�level circuit details accurately� an approach combining the capabilities
of formal veri�cation at the high level and symbolic simulation at the low�level
can derive the advantages of both the approaches�


